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Abstract

program behavior and other code quality issues, e.g., related
to readability and maintainability.
Even though various bug detectors have been created and
are widely used, there still remain numerous bugs that slip
through all available checks. We hypothesize that one important reason for missing so many bugs is that manually
creating a bug detector is non-trivial. A particular challenge
is that each bug detector must be carefully tuned and extended with heuristics to be practical. For example, a recently
deployed bug detector that is now part of the Google Error
Prone framework comes with various heuristics to increase
the number of detected bugs and to decrease the number of
false positives [37].
We propose to address the challenge of creating bug detectors through machine learning. Even though machine learning has helped address a variety of software development
tasks [8, 13, 14, 36] and even though buggy code stands out
compared to non-buggy code [33], the problem of learningbased bug detection remains an open challenge. A key reason
for the current lack of learning-based bug detectors is that effective machine learning requires large amounts of training
data. To train a model that effectively identifies buggy code,
learning techniques require many examples of both correct
and incorrect code – typically thousands or even millions
of examples. However, most available code is correct, or at
least it is unknown exactly which parts of it are incorrect. As
a result, existing bug detectors that infer information from
existing code learn only from correct examples [16] and
then flag any code that is unusual as possibly incorrect, or
search for inconsistencies within a single program [11]. Unfortunately, to be practical, these approaches rely on built-in
domain knowledge and various carefully tuned heuristics.
In this paper, we address the problem of automatically
detecting buggy code with a technique that learns from both
correct and buggy code. We present a general framework,
called DeepBugs, that extracts positive training examples
from a code corpus, applies a simple transformation to also
create large amounts of negative training examples, trains a
model to distinguish these two, and to finally uses the trained
model for identifying mistakes in previously unseen code.
The key idea that enables DeepBugs to learn an effective
model is to synthesize negative training examples by seeding bugs into existing, presumably correct code. To create
negative examples for a particular bug pattern, all that is required is a simple code transformation that creates instances
of the bug pattern. For example, to detect bugs caused by
accidentally swapping arguments passed to a function, the

Automated bug detection, e.g., through pattern-based static
analysis, is an increasingly popular technique to find programming errors and other code quality issues. Traditionally,
bug detectors are program analyses that are manually written and carefully tuned by an analysis expert. Unfortunately,
the huge amount of possible bug patterns makes it difficult
to cover more than a small fraction of all bugs. This paper
presents a new approach toward creating bug detectors. The
basic idea is to replace manually writing a program analysis
with training a machine learning model that distinguishes
buggy from non-buggy code. To address the challenge that
effective learning requires both positive and negative training examples, we use simple code transformations that create likely incorrect code from existing code examples. We
present a general framework, called DeepBugs, that extracts
positive training examples from a code corpus, leverages
simple program transformations to create negative training
examples, trains a model to distinguish these two, and then
uses the trained model for identifying programming mistakes in previously unseen code. As a proof of concept, we
create four bug detectors for JavaScript that find a diverse set
of programming mistakes, e.g., accidentally swapped function arguments, incorrect assignments, and incorrect binary
operations. To find bugs, the trained models use information
that is usually discarded by program analyses, such as identifier names of variables and functions. Applying the approach
to a corpus of 150,000 JavaScript files shows that learned bug
detectors have a high accuracy, are very efficient, and reveal
132 programming mistakes in real-world code.

1

Introduction

Automated bug detection techniques are widely used by
developers and have received significant attention by researchers. One of the most popular techniques are lightweight, lint-style, static analyses that search for instances
of known bug patterns. Typically, such analyses are created
as part of a framework that supports an extensible set of
bug patterns, or rules, such as Google Error Prone [1] , FindBugs [18], or lgtm 1 . Each of these frameworks contain at
least several dozens, sometimes even hundreds, of bug detectors, i.e., individual analyses targeted at a specific bug
pattern. The term “bug” here refers to a wide spectrum of
problems that developers should address, including incorrect
1 https://lgtm.com/
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transformation swaps arguments in existing code, which is
likely to yield a bug.
To instantiate the framework, we focus on name-based bug
detectors, i.e., a class of bug detectors that exploit implicit
semantic information provided through identifier names. For
example, suppose a function call setSize(height, width)
that is incorrect because the arguments are passed in the
wrong order. A name-based bug detector would pinpoint
this bug by comparing the names of the arguments height
and width to the names of the formal parameters and of
arguments passed at other call sites. Such information has
been used in manually created analyses that revealed various
name-related programming mistakes [23, 31, 37].
However, due to the fuzzy nature of programmer-chosen
identifier names, manually creating name-based bug detectors is challenging and heavily relies on well-tuned heuristics.
In particular, existing techniques consider lexical similarities
between names, e.g., between height and myHeight, but
miss semantic similarities, e.g., between height and y_dim.
To enable DeepBugs to reason about such semantic similarities, it automatically learns embeddings, i.e., dense vector
representations, of identifier names. The embedding assigns
similar vectors to semantically similar names, such as height
and y_dim, allowing DeepBugs to detect otherwise missed
bugs and to avoid otherwise reported spurious warnings.
As a proof of concept, we create four bug detectors for
JavaScript that find a diverse set of programming mistakes,
e.g., accidentally swapped function arguments, incorrect assignments, and incorrect binary operations. We evaluate
DeepBugs and its four instances by learning from a corpus
of 100,000 JavaScript files and by searching mistakes in another 50,000 JavaScript files. In total, the corpus amounts to
68 million lines of code. We find that the learned bug detectors have an accuracy between 84.23% and 94.53%, i.e., they
are very effective at distinguishing correct from incorrect
code. Manually inspecting a subset of the warnings reported
by the bug detectors, we found 132 real-world bugs and code
quality problems. Even though we do not perform any manual tuning or filtering of warnings, the bug detectors have a
reasonable precision (roughly half of all inspected warnings
point to actual problems) that is comparable to manually
created bug detectors.
In summary, this paper contributes the following:
• A general framework for learning bug detectors by training a model with both positive and negative examples.
(Section 2)
• The observation that simple code transformations applied
to existing code yield negative training examples that enable the training of an effective bug detector.
• A novel approach to derive embeddings of identifiers and
literals, i.e., distributed vector-representations of code elements often ignored by program analyses. The embeddings

enable name-based bug detectors to reason about semantic similarities of programmer-chosen identifier names.
(Section 3)
• Four name-based bug detectors created with the framework that target a diverse set of programming errors. In
contrast to existing name-based bug detectors, they do not
rely on manually tuned heuristics. (Section 4)
• Empirical evidence that learned bug detectors have high
accuracy, are efficient, and reveal various programming
mistakes in real-world code. (Section 6)
Our implementation is available as open-source:
https://github.com/michaelpradel/DeepBugs

2

A Framework for Learning to Find Bugs

This section presents the DeepBugs framework for automatically creating bug detectors via machine learning. The basic
idea is to train a classifier to distinguish between code that
is an instance of a specific bug pattern and code that does
not suffer from this bug pattern. By bug pattern, we informally mean a class of recurring programming errors that
are similar because they violate the same rule. For example,
accidentally swapping the arguments passed to a function,
calling the wrong API method, or using the wrong binary operator are bug patterns. Manually written bug checkers, such
as FindBugs or Error Prone, are based on bug patterns, each
of which corresponds to a separately implemented analysis.
2.1

Overview

Given a corpus of code, creating and using a bug detector
based on DeepBugs consists of several steps. Figure 1 illustrates the process with a simple example.
1. Extract and generate training data from the corpus. This
step statically extracts positive code examples from the
given corpus and generates negative code examples by applying a simple code transformation. Because we assume
that most code in the corpus is correct, each extracted
code example is likely to not suffer from the particular
bug pattern. To also create negative training examples,
DeepBugs applies simple code transformations that are
likely to introduce a bug. (Step 1 in Figure 1.)
2. Represent code as vectors. This step translates each code
example into a vector. To preserve semantic information
conveyed by identifier names, we use a learned embedding
of identifiers to compute the vector representation. (Step 2
in Figure 1.)
3. Train a model to distinguish correct and incorrect examples.
Given two sets of code examples that contain positive and
negative examples, respectively, this step trains a machine
learning model to distinguish between the two. (Step 3 in
Figure 1.)
4. Predict bugs in previously unseen code. This step applies the
classifier obtained in the previous step to predict whether
a previously unseen piece of code suffers from the bug
2
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Figure 1. Overview of our approach.
pattern. If the learned model classifies the code to be likely
incorrect, the approach reports a warning to the developer.
(Steps 4 to 6 in Figure 1.)
2.2

and negative examples by permuting the order of these arguments of the function calls. Under the assumption that the
given code is mostly correct, the unmodified calls are likely
correct, whereas changing the order of arguments is likely
to provide an incorrect call.

Generating Training Data

An important prerequisite for any learning-based approach
is a sufficiently large amount of training data. In this work,
we formulate the problem of bug detection as a binary classification task addressed via supervised learning. To effectively
address this task, our approach relies on training data for
both classes, i.e., both examples of correct and incorrect
code. As observed by others [9, 28, 35], the huge amounts
of existing code provide ample of examples of likely correct
code. In contrast, it is non-trivial to obtain many examples
of code that suffers from a particular bug pattern. One possible approach is to manually or semi-automatically search
code repositories and bug trackers for examples of bugs that
match a given bug pattern. However, scaling this approach
to thousands or even millions of examples, as required for
advanced machine learning, is extremely difficult.
Instead of relying on manual effort for creating training
data, this work generates training data fully automatically
from a given corpus of code. The key idea is to apply a simple
code transformation τ that transforms likely correct code
extracted from the corpus into likely incorrect code. Section 4
presents implementations of τ that apply simple AST-based
code transformations.

2.3

Training and Querying a Bug Detector

Given positive and negative training examples, our approach
learns a bug detector that distinguishes between them. Machine learning-based reasoning about programs relies on a
representation of code that is suitable for learning.
Definition 2.2 (Code representation). Given a piece of code
c ∈ C, its code representation v ∈ Rn is a n-dimensional realvalued vector.
As a valid alternative to a vector-based code representation, one could feed a graph representation of code into a
suitable machine learning model, such as (gated) graph neural networks [21, 38] or recursive neural networks [39]. To
obtain the vector-based code representation, we use a graph
representation of code (ASTs, details in Section 3).
Based on the vector representation of code, a bug detector
is a model that distinguishes between vectors that correspond to correct and incorrect code examples, respectively.
Definition 2.3 (Bug detector). A bug detector D is a binary
classifier D : C → [0, 1] that predicts the probability that a
piece of code c ∈ C is an instance of a particular bug pattern.
Training a bug detector consists of two steps. At first,
DeepBugs computes for each positive example cpos ∈ Cpos
its vector representation vpos ∈ Rn , which yields a set Vpos of
vectors. Likewise, the approach computes the set Vneд from
the negative examples c neд ∈ Cneд . Then, we train the bug
detector D in a supervised manner by providing two kinds of
input-output pairs: (vpos , 0) and (vneд , 1). That is, the model
is trained to predict that positive code examples are correct
and that negative code examples are incorrect. In principle,
the bug detector can be implemented by any classification
technique. We use a feedforward neural network with a
single hidden layer and a single-element output layer that
represents the probability computed by D.
Given a sufficiently large set of training data, the bug
detector will generalize beyond the training examples and

Definition 2.1 (Training data generator). Let C ⊆ L be a set
of code in a programming language L. Given a piece of code
c ∈ C, a training data generator G : c → (Cpos , Cneд ) creates
two sets of code Cpos ⊆ C and Cneд ⊆ L, which contain
positive and negative training examples, respectively. The
negative examples are created by applying transformation
τ : C → C to each positive example:
Cneд = {c neд | c neд = τ (cpos ) ∀cpos ∈ Cpos }
There are various ways to implement a training data generator. For example, suppose the bugs of interest are accidentally swapped arguments of function calls. A training data
generator for this bug pattern gathers positive examples by
extracting all function calls that have at least two arguments
3

one can query it with previously unseen code. To this end,
DeepBugs extracts pieces of code Cnew in the same way
as extracting the positive training data. For example, for a
bug detector that identifies swapped function arguments,
the approach extracts all function calls including their unmodified arguments. Next, DeepBugs computes the vector
representation of each example c new ∈ Cnew , which yields a
set Vnew . Finally, we query the trained bug detector D with
every vnew ∈ Vnew and obtain for each piece of code a prediction whether it is incorrect. To report warnings about bugs
the a developer, DeepBugs ranks warnings by the predicted
probability in descending order. In addition, one can control
the overall number of warnings by omitting all warnings
with a probability below a configurable threshold.

3

DeepBugs reasons about identifiers by automatically learning a vector representation for each identifier based on a
corpus of code. The vector representation, also called embedding, assigns to each identifier a real-valued vector in
a k-dimensional space. Let I be the set of all identifiers in
a code corpus. An embedding is a function E : I → Rk . A
naïve representation is a local, or one-hot, encoding, where
k = |I | and where each vector returned by E contains only
zeros except for a single element that is set to one and that
represents the specific token. Such a local representation fails
to provide two important properties. First, to enable efficient
learning, we require an embedding that stores many identifiers in relatively short vectors. Second, to enable DeepBugs
to generalize across non-identical but semantically similar
identifiers, we require an embedding that assigns a similar
vector to semantically similar identifiers.
Instead of a local embedding, we use a distributed embedding, where the information about an identifier in I is
distributed across all elements of the vector returned by E.
Our distributed embedding is inspired by word embeddings
for natural languages, specifically by Word2Vec [25]. The
basic idea of Word2Vec is that the meaning of a word can be
derived from the various contexts in which this word is used.
In natural languages, the context of an occurrence of a word
w in a sequence of words is the window of words preceding and succeeding w. An obvious way to adapt this idea to
source code would be to view code as a sequence of tokens
and to define the context of the occurrence of an identifier
as its immediate preceding and succeeding tokens. However,
we observe that the surrounding tokens often contain purely
syntactic artifacts that are irrelevant to the semantic meaning of an identifier. Moreover, viewing code as a sequence of
tokens discards richer, readily available representations of
code.

Vector Representations for Identifiers
and Literals

The general framework from Section 2 is applicable to various kinds of bug detectors. In the remainder of this paper, we
focus on name-based bug detectors, which reason about the
semantics of code based on the implicit information provided
by developer-chosen identifier names. Name-based bug detection has been shown to be effective in detecting otherwise
missed bugs [23, 31] and has recently been adopted by a major software company [37]. For example, the name-based
bug detector in [37] detects accidentally swapped function
arguments by comparing the identifier names of actual arguments at call sites to the formal parameter names at the corresponding function definition. Besides showing the power
of name-based bug detection, prior work also shows that
manually developing an effective analysis requires various
manually developed and fine-tuned heuristics to reduce false
positives and to increase the number of detected bugs.
The main challenge for reasoning about identifiers is that
understanding natural language information is non-trivial
for computers. Our goal is to distinguish semantically similar identifiers from dissimilar ones. In addition to identifiers,
we also consider literals in code, such as true and 23, because they also convey relevant semantic information that
can help to detect bugs. To simplify the presentation, we
say “identifier” to denote both identifiers and literals. For
example, seq and list are similar because both are likely
to refer to ordered data structures. Likewise, true and 1 are
similar (in JavaScript, at least) because both evaluate to true
when being used in a conditional. In contrast, height and
width are semantically dissimilar because they refer to opposing concepts. As illustrated by these examples, semantic
similarity does not always correspond to lexical similarity,
as considered by prior work [23, 31, 37], and may even cross
type boundaries. To enable a machine learning-based bug
detector to reason about tokens, we require a representation
of identifiers that preserves semantic similarities.

3.1

AST-based Context

We define the context of an identifier based on the AST of
the code. The basic idea is to consider the nodes surrounding
an identifier node n as its context. The idea is based on
the observation that the surrounding nodes often contain
useful context information, e.g., about the syntactic structure
that n is part of and about other identifiers that n relates to.
Formally, we define the context as follows.
Definition 3.1 (AST context). Given a node n in an abstract
syntax tree, let p and д be the parent and grand-parent of n,
respectively, and let S, U , C, N be the sets of siblings, uncles,
cousins, and nephews of n, respectively. Furthermore, let ppos
and дpos denote the relative position of n in the sequence of
children of n’s parent and grand-parent, respectively. The
AST context of n is a tuple (p, ppos , д, дpos , S, U , C, N ).
In essence, the AST context contains all nodes surrounding the node n, along with information about the relative
positioning of n. We omit the children of n in the definition
4

n. Finally, the approach derives the embedding E(n) from the
internal representation that the neural network chooses for
n. The following presents these steps in detail.
Given a corpus of code, the approach traverses the ASTs
of all code in the corpus. For each identifier node n, we extract the AST context c(n), as defined above. To feed the pair
(n, c(n)) into a neural network, we compute vector representations of both n and c(n). For a pair (n, c(n)), the vector
representation of n is its one-hot encoding. For the context
c(n), we compute the vector as follows.

...
window . setTimeout ( callback , 1000) ;
...

(a) JavaScript code.
Body
CallExpr

...
MemberExpr
Identifier:
window

Identifier
setTimeout

...

Identifier:
callback

Literal:
1000

Definition 3.2 (AST context vector). Given an AST context
(p, ppos , д, дpos , S, U , C, N ), its vector representation is the
concatenation of the following vectors:
• A one-hot encoding of p.
• A single-element vector that contains ppos .
• A one-hot encoding of д.
• A single-element vector that contains дpos .
• For each X ∈ {S, U , C, N }, a vector obtained by bit-wise
adding the one-hot encodings of all elements of X .

(b) Abstract syntax tree (slightly simplified). Nodes with dotted
boxes are in the context for the node with the red, solid border.1

Part of context

Value(s)

Parent p MemberExpr
Position ppos in parent 2
Grand-parent д CallExpr
Position дpos in grand-parent 1
Siblings S { ID:window }
Uncles U { ID:callback, LIT:1000 }
Cousins C {}
Nephews N {}

For the example in Figure 2, Figure 2d shows the vector
representation of the context. The individual subvectors are
split by “|” for illustration.
The overall length of the AST context vector is 6 ∗ |Vc | + 2,
where |Vc | is the size of the vocabulary for context strings. We
summarize the set of siblings, uncles, cousins, and nephews
into four vectors because different nodes may have different,
possibly very large numbers of siblings, etc. An alternative
would be to concatenate the one-hot encodings of all siblings,
etc. However, the possibly very large number of siblings,
etc. would either yield very large context vectors, which is
inefficient, or require us to omit siblings, etc. beyond some
maximum number, which would discard potentially valuable
information.
For efficiency during training, we limit the vocabulary
|Vn | of identifiers and literals to 10, 000 and the vocabulary
|Vc | of strings occurring in the context to 1, 000 by discarding
the least frequent strings. To represents strings beyond Vn
and Vc , we use a placeholder “unknown”.
After computing pairs of vectors (vn , vc ) for each occurrence of an identifier in the corpus, the next step is to use
these pairs as training data to learn embeddings for identifiers and literals. The basic idea is to train a feedback-forward
neural network to predict the context of a given identifier.
The network consists of three layers:
1. An input layer of length |Vn | that contains the vector vn .
2. A hidden layer of length e ≪ |Vn |, which forces the network to summarize the input layer to length e.
3. An output layer of length 6 ∗ |Vc | + 2 that contains the
context vector vc .
The layers are densely connected through a linear and sigmoid activation function, respectively. We train the network
using all pairs (vn , vc ) with the standard backpropagation

(c) AST context for setTimeout.

0..1..0|2|0..1..0|1|0..1..0|0..1..1..0|0..0|0..0
(d) AST context vector.

Figure 2. AST context for identifier setTimeout.
because identifiers are leaf nodes in common AST representations.
For example, consider the JavaScript code and its corresponding AST in Figure 2. The table in Figure 2c shows the
context extracted for the identifier setTimeout.
Each value in the context is a string value. To compute
this value from an AST node n we use a function str so that
str (n) is
• the identifier name if n is an identifier node,
• the string representation of the literal if n is a literal node,
and
• the type of the non-terminal of the abstract grammar that
n represents, for all other nodes.
3.2

Learning Embeddings for Identifiers and
Literals

To learn embeddings for identifiers n from a corpus of code,
our approach proceeds in three steps. At first, it extracts
the context c(n) of each occurrence of an identifier in the
corpus. Then, it trains a neural network to predict c(n) from
5

algorithm, so that the network becomes more and more accurate at predicting vc for the given vn . We use binary crossentropy as the loss function and the Adam optimizer [20].
Our approach is related to but differs in two ways from
the skip-gram variant of the popular Word2Vec embedding
for natural languages [25]. First, we exploit a structural representation of source code, an AST, to extract the context of
each identifier, instead of simply using the surrounding tokens. Second, our neural network predicts the entire context
vector, including all context information, instead of predicting whether a single word occurs in the context of a word,
as in [25]. The rationale is to preserve the structural information encoded in the AST context vector, e.g., whether a
related identifier is a sibling or an uncle. These design decisions are well-suited for program code because, in contrast
to natural languages, it has a precisely defined structural
representation.
Since a single identifier may occur in different context,
the training data may contain pairs (vn , vc1 ) and (vn , vc2 )
with vc1 , vc2 . Such data forces the network to reconcile
different occurrences of the same identifier, and the network
will learn to predict a context vector that, on average, gets
closest to the expected vectors.
During training, the network learns to efficiently represent identifiers in a vector of length e that summarizes all
information required to predict the context of the identifier.
Once the network has been trained, we query the network
once again for each identifier and extract the value of the
hidden layer, which then serves as the embedding for the
identifier. The overall result of learning embeddings is a map
E : I → Re that assigns an embedding to each identifier.

4

Expression

Extracted name

list
23
this
i++
myObject.prop
myArray[5]
nextElement()
db.allNames()[3]

ID:list
LIT:23
LIT:this
ID:i
ID:prop
ID:myArray
ID:nextElement
ID:allNames

Table 1. Examples of identifier names and literals extracted
for name-based bug detectors.

and literals, allowing us to amortize the one-time effort of
learning an embedding across different bug detectors.
Given these two ingredients and a corpus of training code,
our framework learns a bug detector that identifies programming mistakes in previously unseen code.
All bug detectors presented in this section share the same
technique for extracting names of expressions. Given an AST
node n that represents an expression, we extract name(n) as
follows:
• If n is an identifier, return its name.
• If n is a literal, return a string representation of its value.
• If n is a this expression, return “this”.
• If n is an update expression that increments or decrements
x, return name(x).
• If n is a member expression base.prop that accesses a property, return name(prop).
• If n is a member expression base[k] that accesses an array
element, return name(base).
• If n is a call expression base.callee(..), return name(callee).
• For any other AST node n, do not extract its name.
Table 1 gives examples of names extracted from JavaScript
expressions. We use the prefixes “ID:” and “LIT:” to distinguish identifiers and literals. The extraction technique is
similar to that used in manually created name-based bug
detectors [23, 31, 37], but omits heuristics to make the extracted name suitable for a lexical comparison of names.
For example, existing techniques remove common prefixes,
such as get to increase the lexical similarity between, e.g.,
getNames and names. Instead, we identify semantic similarities of names through an embedding and by finding related
names in similar code examples.
The remainder of this section presents four bug detectors
build on top of DeepBugs.

Example Bug Detectors

To validate our DeepBugs framework, we instantiate it with
four bug patterns. They address a diverse set of programming mistakes, including accidentally swapped function arguments, incorrect assignments, and incorrect binary operations. Implementing new bug detectors is straightforward,
and we envision future work to create more instances of
our framework, e.g., based on bug patterns mined from version histories [10]. Each bug detector consists of two simple
ingredients.
• Training data generator. A training data generator that traverses the code corpus and extracts positive and negative
code examples for the particular bug pattern based on a
code transformation. We find a simple AST-based traversal and transformation to be sufficient for all studied bug
patterns.
• Code representation. A mapping of each code example into
a vector that the machine learning model learns to classify
as either benign or buggy. All bug detectors presented
here build on the same embedding of identifier names

4.1

Swapped Function Arguments

The first bug detector addresses accidentally swapped arguments. This kind of mistake can occur both in statically
typed languages, for methods that accept multiple equally
typed arguments, and in statically untyped languages, where
6

4.2.1

all calls that pass two or more arguments are susceptible to
the mistake.
4.1.1

To extract training data, we traverse the AST of each file and
extract the following information for each assignment:
• The names nlhs and nr hs of the left-hand side and the
right-hand side of the assignment.
• The type tr hs of the right-hand side if the assigned value
is a literal, or an empty string otherwise.
If either nlhs or nr hs cannot be extracted, then we ignore the
assignment.
Based on the extracted information, the approach create a positive and a negative training example for each
assignment: The positive example cpos = (nlhs , nr hs , tr hs )
keeps the assignment as it is, whereas the negative example
cpos = (nlhs , nr′ hs , tr′hs ) replaces the right-hand side with an
alternative, likely incorrect expression. To find this alternative right-hand side, we gather the right-hand sides of all
assignments in the same file and randomly select one that
differs from the original right-hand side, i.e., nr hs , nr′ hs .
The rationale for picking the alternative right-hand side from
the same file is to create realistic negative examples.

Training Data Generator

To create training examples from given code, we traverse
the AST of each file in the code corpus and visit each call
site with two or more arguments. For each such call site, the
approach extracts the following information:
• The name ncall ee of the called function.
• The names nar д1 and nar д2 of the first and second argument.
• The name nbase of the base object if the call is a method
call, or an empty string otherwise.
• The types tar д1 and tar д2 of the first and second argument
for arguments that are literals, or empty strings otherwise.
• The names npar am1 and npar am2 of the formal parameters
of the called function, or empty strings if unavailable.
All names are extracted using the name function defined
above. We resolve function calls heuristically, as sound static
call resolution is non-trivial in JavaScript. If either ncall ee ,
nar д1 , or nar д2 are unavailable, e.g., because the name function cannot extract the name of a complex expression, then
the approach ignores this call site.
From the extracted information, the training data generator creates for each call site a positive example cpos = (nbase ,
ncall ee , nar д1 , nar д2 , tar д1 , tar д2 , npar am1 , npar am2) and a negative example c neд = (nbase , ncall ee , nar д2 , nar д1 , tar д2 , tar д1 ,
npar am1 , npar am2) . That is, to create the negative example,
we simply swap the arguments w.r.t. the order in the original
code.
4.1.2

4.2.2

Code representation

The vector representations of the training examples is similar
to Section 4.1. Given a tuple that represents a training example, we map each string in the tuple to a vector using E (for
names) or T (for types) and then concatenate the resulting
vectors.
4.3

Wrong Binary Operator

The next two bug detectors address mistakes related to binary
operations. At first, we consider code that accidentally uses
the wrong binary operator, e.g., i <= length instead of i <
length.

Code representation

To enable DeepBugs to learn from the positive and negative examples, we transform cpos and c neд from tuples of
strings into vectors. To this end, the approach represents
each string in the tuple cpos or c neд as a vector. Each name
n is represented as E(n), where E is the learned embedding
from Section 3, i.e., E(n) is the embedding vector of the name
n. To represent type names as vectors, we define a function T
that maps each built-in type in JavaScript to a randomly chosen binary vector of length 5. For example, the type “string”
may be represented by a vector T (string) = [0, 1, 1, 0, 0],
whereas the type “number” may be represented by a vector
T (string) = [1, 0, 1, 1, 0]. Finally, based on the vector representation of each element in the tuple cpos or c neд , we
compute the code representation for cpos or c neд as the concatenation the individual vectors.
4.2

Training Data Generator

4.3.1

Training Data Generator

The training data generator traverses the AST of each file in
the code corpus and extracts the following information:
• The names nl ef t and nr iдht of the left and right operand.
• The operator op of the binary operation.
• The types tl ef t and tr iдht of the left and right operand if
they are literals, or empty strings otherwise.
• The kind of AST node kpar ent and kдr and P of the parent
and grand-parent nodes of the AST node that represents
the binary operation.
We extract the (grand-)parent nodes to provide some context
about the binary operation to DeepBugs, e.g., whether the
operation is part of a conditional or an assignment. If either
nl ef t or nr iдht are unavailable, then we ignore the binary
operation.
From the extracted information, the approach creates a
positive and a negative example: cpos = (nl ef t , nr iдht , op,
tl ef t , tr iдht , kpar ent , kдr and P ) and c neд = (nl ef t , nr iдht , op ′,

Incorrect Assignments

The next bug detector checks for assignments that are incorrect because the right-hand side is not the expression that the
developer intended to assign, e.g., due to a copy-and-paste
mistake.
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tl ef t , tr iдht , kpar ent , kдr and P ). The operator op ′ , op is a randomly selected binary operator different from the original operator. For example, given a binary expression i <= length,
the approach may create a negative example i < length or
i % length, which is likely to create incorrect code.
4.3.2

Bug detector
Swapped arguments
Wrong assignment
Wrong bin. operator
Wrong bin. operand

Code representation

Examples
Training

Validation

1,450,932
2,274,256
4,901,356
4,899,206

739,188
1,090,452
2,322,190
2,321,586

Similar to the above bug detectors, we create a vector representation of each positive and negative example by mapping
each string in the tuple to a vector and by concatenating the
resulting vectors. To map a kind of AST node k to a vector,
we use a map K that assigns to each kind of AST node in
JavaScript a randomly chosen binary vector of length 8.

Table 2. Statistics on extraction and generation of training
data.

4.4

large majority of our implementation is in the generic framework, whereas the individual bug detectors are implemented
in about 100 lines of code each.
The following provides some details on the neural networks we use. The classifier that represents the bug detector
is a feedforward network with an input layer of a size that
depends on the code representation provided by the specific
bug detector, a single hidden layer of size 200, and an output
layer with a single element. We apply a dropout of 0.2 to
the input layer and the hidden layer. We use binary crossentropy as the loss function and train with the RMSprop
optimizer for 10 epochs with batch size 100. The network
that learns embeddings for identifiers is also a feedforward
network with a single hidden layer that contains the learned
embedding of size 200. We use binary cross-entropy as the
loss function and train for two epochs with a batch size of
50 using the the Adam optimizer.

Wrong Operand in Binary Operation

The final bug detector addresses code that accidentally uses
an incorrect operand in a binary operation. The intuition is
that a trained machine learning model can identify whether
an operand fits to another given operand and a given binary operator. For example, the bug detector identifies an
operation height - x that was intended to be height - y.
4.4.1

Training Data Generator

Again, the training data generator extracts the same information as in Section 4.3, and then replaces one of the operands
with a randomly selected alternative. That is, the positive example is cpos = (nl e f t , nr iдht , op, tl e f t , tr iдht , kpar ent , kдr and P ),
whereas the negative example is either c neд = (nl′e f t , nr iдht ,
op, tl′e f t , tr iдht , kpar ent , kдr and P ) or c neд = (nl e f t , nr′ iдht , op,
tl ef t , tr′iдht , kpar ent , kдr and P ). The name and type nl′ef t and
tl′ef t (or nr′ iдht and tr′iдht ) are different from those in the
positive example. To create negative examples that a programmer might also create by accident, we use alternative
operands that occur in the same file as the binary operation.
For example, given bits << 2, the approach may transform
it into a negative example bits << next, which is likely to
yield incorrect code.

6

Evaluation

The vector representation of the positive and negative examples is the same as in Section 4.3.

We evaluate DeepBugs by applying it to a large corpus of
JavaScript code. Our main research questions are: (i) How
effective is the approach at distinguishing correct from incorrect code? (ii) Does the approach find bugs in production
JavaScript code? (iii) How long does it take to train a model
and, once a model has been trained, to predict bugs? (iv) How
useful are the learned embeddings of identifiers compared
to a simpler vector representation?

5

6.1

4.4.2

Code representation

Implementation

The code extraction and generation of training examples is
implemented as simple AST traversals based on the Acorn
JavaScript parser.2 The training data generator writes all
extracted data into text files. These files are then read by the
implementation of the bug detector, which builds upon the
TensorFlow and Keras frameworks for deep learning.3 . The

As a corpus of code, we use 150,000 JavaScript files provided by the authors of earlier work.4 The corpus contains
files collected from various open-source projects and has
been cleaned by removing duplicate files. In total, the corpus
contains 68.6 million lines of code. We use 100,000 files for
training and the remaining 50,000 files for validation. All
experiments are performed on a single machine with 48 Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPU cores, 64GB of memory, and a single
NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU.

2 https://github.com/ternjs/acorn
3 https://www.tensorflow.org/

Experimental Setup

and https://keras.io/
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Table 3. Accuracy of bug detectors. The last column shows
DeepBugs applied to previously unseen code.

The recall of a bug detector is influenced by how many
warnings the detector reports. More warnings are likely to
reveal more bugs, but in practice, developers are only willing
to inspect some number of warnings. To measure recall, we
assume that a developer inspects all warnings where the
probability D(c) is above some threshold. We model this
process by turning D into a boolean function:

1 if D(c) > t
D t (c) =
0 if D(c) ≤ t

6.2

where t is a configurable threshold that controls how many
warnings to report. Based on D t , we compute recall as follows:

Embedding
Swapped arguments
Wrong assignment
Wrong bin. operator
Wrong bin. operand

Random

AST-based

93.88%
77.73%
89.15
84.79

94.53%
84.23%
91.68%
88.55%

Extraction and Generation of Training Data

recall =

Table 2 summarizes the training and validation data that
DeepBugs extracts and generates for the four bug detectors.
Each bug detector learns from several millions of examples,
which is sufficient for effective learning. Half of the examples
are positive and negative code examples, respectively. Manually creating this amount of training data, including negative
examples, would be impractical, showing the benefit of our
automated data generation approach.
6.3

|{c | c ∈ Cneд ∧ D t (c) = 1}|
|Cneд |

Figure 3 shows the accuracy of the four bug detectors as
a function of the threshold for reporting warnings. Each
plot shows the results for nine different thresholds: t ∈
{0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9}. As expected, the recall decreases when the
threshold increases, because fewer warnings are reported
and therefore some bugs are missed. The results also show
that some bug detectors are more likely than others to detect
a bug, if a bug is present.

Accuracy and Recall of Bug Detectors

To evaluate the effectiveness of bug detectors built with
DeepBugs, we conduct two sets of experiments. First, reported in the following, we conduct a large-scale evaluation
with thousands of artificially created bugs, which allows us
to study the accuracy and the recall of each learned bug
detector. Second, reported in Section 6.4, we apply the bug
detectors to unmodified real-world code and manually inspect the reported warnings to assess the precision of the
learned bug detectors.
To goal of the first sets of experiment is to study the accuracy and recall of each bug detector at a large scale. Informally, accuracy here means how many of all the classification
decisions that the bug detector makes are correct. Recall here
means how many of all bugs in a corpus of code that the
bug detector finds. To evaluate these metrics, we train each
bug detector on the 100,000 training files and then apply it
to the 50,000 validation files. For the validation files, we use
the training data generator to extract correct code examples
Cpos and to artificially create likely incorrect code examples
Cneд . We then query the bug detector D with each example
c, which yields a probability D(c) that the example is buggy.
Finally, we compute the accuracy is as follows:

6.4

Warnings in Real-World Code

The experiments reported in Section 6.3 consider the accuracy and recall of the learned bug detectors using artificially
created bugs. We are also interested in the effectiveness of
DeepBugs in detecting programming mistakes in real-world
code. To study that question, we train each bug detector with
the 100,000 training files, then apply the trained detector to
the unmodified 50,000 validation files, and finally inspect
code locations that each bug detector reports as potentially
incorrect. For each bug detector, we inspect all warnings
reported with threshold t = 0.99, which yields a total of 290
warnings. After inspection, we classify each warning in one
of three categories:
• A warning points to a bug if the code is incorrect in the
sense that it does not result in the expected runtime behavior.
• A warning points to a code quality problem if the code
yields the expected runtime behavior but should nevertheless be changed to be less error-prone. This category
includes code that violates widely accepted conventions
|{c | c ∈ Cpos ∧ D(c) < 0.5}| + |{c | c ∈ Cneд ∧ D(c) ≥ 0.5}| and programming rules traditionally checked by static
accuracy =
|Cpos | + |Cneд |
linting tools.
• A warning is a false positive in all other cases. If we are
The last column of Table 3 shows the accuracy of the bug
unsure about the intended behavior of a particular code
detectors. The accuracy ranges between 84.23% and 94.53%,
location, we conservatively count it as a false positive. We
i.e., all bug detectors are highly effective at distinguishing
also encountered various code examples with misleading
correct from incorrect code examples.
identifier names, which we classify as false positives because the decision whether an identifier is misleading is
4 http://www.srl.inf.ethz.ch/js150.php
rather subjective.
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Figure 3. Recall of four bug detectors with different thresholds t for reporting warnings. Each plot contains nine data points
obtained with t ∈ {0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9}. The data labeled “AST embedding” corresponds to the DeepBugs approach.
Bug detector
Swapped arguments
Wrong assignment
Wrong bin. operator
Wrong bin. operand

178
24
50
38

75
1
14
10

10
1
17
4

93
22
19
22

Total

290 100

32

156

Table 4. Results of inspecting and classifying warnings in
real-world code.

Table 4 summarizes the results of inspecting and classifying warnings. The four bug detectors report a total of 290
warnings. 100 of them point to bugs and 32 point to a code
quality problem, i.e., roughly half of all warnings point to an
actual problem. Given that the bug detectors are learned automatically and do not filter warnings based on any manually
tuned heuristics, these results are very encouraging. Existing
manually created bug detectors typically provide comparable
true positives rates, but heavily rely on heuristics to filter
likely false positives. Many of the detected problems are difficult to detect with a traditional, not name-based analysis,
because the programming mistakes is obvious only when
understanding the semantics of the involved identifiers and
literals. We discuss a selection of representative examples in
the following.
6.4.1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

var p = new Promise () ;
if ( promises === null || promises . length === 0) {
p . done ( error , result )
} else {
promises [0]( error , result ) . then ( function ( res , err ) {
p . done ( res , err ) ;
}) ;
}

Buggy call of assertEquals The following code is from
the test suite of the Google Closure library. The arguments
of assertEquals are supposed to be the expected and the
actual value of a test outcome. Swapping the argument leads
to an incorrect error message when the test fails, which
makes debugging unnecessarily hard. Google developers
consider this kind of mistake a bug [37].
1

assertEquals ( tree . remove ( ' merry ') , null ) ;

Incorrect operand in for-loop In code from Angular-UIRouter, the developer compares a numeric index to an array,
instead of comparing to the length of the array. The bug has
been fixed (independent of us) in version 0.2.16 of the code.
1
2
3
4

for ( j = 0; j < param . replace ; j ++) {
if ( param . replace [ j ]. from === paramVal )
paramVal = param . replace [ j ]. to ;
}

Examples of Bugs

Buggy call of setTimeout The following code is from Angular.js and has been fixed (independent of our work) in
version 0.9.16 of the code. The first argument of setTimeout
is supposed to be a callback function, while the second argument is supposed to be the delay after which to call that
function.
1
2
3
4

Buggy call of Promise.done The following code is from
Apigee’s JavaScript SDK. The Promise.done function expects an error followed by a result, but line 6 passes the
arguments the other way around.

Reported Bugs Code quality
False
problem positives

browserSingleton . startPoller (100 ,
function ( delay , fn ) {
setTimeout ( delay , fn ) ;
}) ;

Incorrectly ordered binary operands The following is
from DSP.js. The highlighted expression at line 5 is intended
to alternate between true and false, but is false for all
iterations except i=1 and i=2.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10

for ( var i = 0; i < this . NR_OF_MULTIDELAYS ; i ++) {
// Invert the signal of every even multiDelay
outputSamples = mixSampleBuffers ( outputSamples ,
this . multiDelays [ i ]. process ( filteredSamples ) ,
2% i ==0 , this . NR_OF_MULTIDELAYS ) ;
/* ^^^^^^ */
}

Bug detector
Swapped arguments
Wrong assignment
Wrong bin. operator
Wrong bin. operand

Training

time to extract code examples and of the time to query the
classifier with each example. Running both training and
prediction on all 150,000 files takes between 31 minutes and
68 minutes per bug detector. The average prediction time
per JavaScript file is below 20 milliseconds. Even though this
efficiency is, in parts, due to parallelization, it shows that
once a bug detector is trained, using it on new code takes
very little time.

Prediction

Extract

Learn

Extract

Predict

7:46
2:40
2:44
2:44

20:29
22:45
51:16
51:13

2:56
1:29
1:28
1:28

5:19
4:03
12:16
10:09

Table 5. Time (min:sec) required for training and using a
bug detector across the entire code corpus.

6.4.2

6.6

To evaluate the usefulness of the embeddings that represent
identifiers as vectors (Section 3), we compare these embeddings with a baseline vector representation. The baseline
assigns to each identifier considered by DeepBugs a unique,
randomly chosen binary vector of length e, i.e., the same
length as our learned embeddings. We compare AST-based
embeddings (Section 3 with the baseline w.r.t. accuracy and
recall. Table 3 shows in the “Random” column what accuracy
the bug detectors achieve with the baseline. Compared to
the accuracy with the AST-based embedding (last column),
the AST-based embeddings yield a more accurate classifier.
Figure 3 compares the recall of the bug detectors with the
two embeddings. For all bug detectors, the AST-based embeddings increase recall, for some bug detectors by around
10%. The reason is that the AST-based embedding enables the
bug detector to reason about semantic similarities between
syntactically different code examples, which enables it to
learn and predict bugs across similar examples. For example, the bug detector that searches for swapped arguments
may learn from examples such as done(error, result)
that done(res, err) is likely to be wrong, because error
≈ err and result ≈ res. We conclude from these results
that the AST-based embeddings improve the effectiveness of
DeepBugs. At the same time, the bug detectors achieve relatively high accuracy and recall even with randomly created
embeddings, showing that the overall approach has value
even when no learned embeddings are available.

Examples of Code Quality Problems

Error-prone binary operator The following code from
Phaser.js is correct but using !==, instead of <, as the termination condition of a for-loop is generally discouraged.
The reason is that the loop risks to run out-of-bounds when
the counter is incremented by more than one or assigned an
out-of-bounds value, e.g., by an accidental assignment in the
loop body.
1
2
3

for ( var i = 0, len = b . length ; i !== len ; ++ i ) {
..
}

6.4.3

Examples of False Positives

We discuss some representative examples of false positives.
Many of them are related to poor variable names that lead
to surprisingly looking but correct code. Another common
reason are wrapper functions, e.g., Math.max, for which our
approach extracts a generic name, “max”, that does not convey the specific meaning of the value returned by the call
expression. We believe that some of these false positives
could be avoided by training with an even larger code corpus. Another recurring pattern of false positives reported by
the “incorrect assignment” bug detector is code that shifts
function arguments at the beginning of an overloaded function:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

function DuplexWrapper ( options , writable , readable ) {
if ( typeof readable === " undefined " ) {
readable = writable ;
writable = options ;
options = null ;
}
...
}

7
7.1

Related Work
Machine learning and Language Models for
Code

The recent successes in machine learning have lead to a
strong interest in applying machine learning techniques to
programs. Existing approaches address a variety of development tasks, including code completion based on probabilistic
models of code [9, 34, 36], predicting fixes of compilation errors via neural networks [8, 14], and the generation of inputs
for fuzz testing via probabilistic, generative language models [30] or neural networks [7, 12, 24]. Deep neural networks
also help recommend API usages [13], detect code clones [44],
classify programs into pre-defined categories [26], and adapt
copied-and-pasted code to its surrounding code [4]. A recent
survey discusses more approaches [3]. All these approaches

The code works around the lack of proper function overloading in JavaScript by assigning the ith argument to the
(i + 1)th argument, which leads to surprising but correct
assignments.
6.5

Usefulness of Embeddings

Efficiency

Table 5 shows how long it takes to train a bug detector and to
use it to predict bugs in previously unseen code. The training
time consists of the time to gather code examples and of time
to train the classifier. The prediction time also consist of the
11

7.3

exploit the availability of a large number of examples to learn
from, e.g., in the form of publicly available code repositories,
and that source code has regularities even across projects
written by different developers [17]. We also exploit this
observation but for a different tasks, bug finding, than the
above work. Another contribution is to augment the training
data provided by the existing code by generating negative
training examples through simple code transformations.
Name-based bug detection relates to existing learningbased approaches that consider identifiers. JSNice [35] and
JSNaughty [40] address the problem of recovering meaningful identifiers from minified code, using conditional random
fields and statistical machine translation, respectively. Another approach summarizes code into descriptive names that
can serve, e.g., as method names [5]. The Naturalize tool suggests more natural identifiers based on an n-gram model [2].
Applying such a tool before running our name-based bug
detectors is likely to improve its effectiveness.
Word embeddings, e.g., Word2Vec approach [25], are widely
used in natural language processing, which has inspired our
embeddings of identifiers. Other recent work has proposed
embeddings for source code, e.g., for API methods [29], or
for terms that occur both in programs and natural language
documentation [45]. Our AST-based embedding is targeted
at name-based bug detection. Incorporating another embedding of identifiers into our framework is straightforward.

7.2

Bug Finding

A related line of research is specification mining [6] and the
use of mined specifications to detect unusual and possibly
incorrect code [22, 32, 42]. In contrast to our work, these
approaches learn only from correct examples [16] and then
flag any code that is unusual compared to the correct examples as possibly incorrect, or search for inconsistencies
within a program [11]. Our work replaces the manual effort
of creating and tuning such approaches by learning and does
so effectively by learning from both correct and buggy code
examples.
Our name-based bug detectors are motivated by manually created name-based program analyses [23, 31, 37]. The
“swapped arguments” bug detector is inspired by the success
of a manually developed and tuned name-based bug detector
for this kind of bug [37]. For the other three bug detectors,
we are not aware of any existing approach that addresses
these problems based on identifiers. Our work differs from
existing name-based bug detectors (i) by exploiting semantic
similarities that may not be obvious to a lexical comparison
of identifiers, (ii) by replacing manually tuned heuristics to
improve precision and recall with automated learning from
examples, and (iii) by applying name-based bug detection to
a dynamically typed language.
7.4 Other Related Work
Our idea to create artificial, negative examples to train a
binary classifier can be seen as a variant of noise-contrastive
estimation [15]. The novelty is to apply this approach to
programs and to show that it yields effective bug detectors.
The code transformations we use to create negative training
examples are strongly related to mutation operators [19].
Based on mutation operators, e.g., mined from version histories [10], it is straightforward to create further bug detectors
based on our framework.

Machine Learning and Language Models for
Analyzing Bugs

Even though it has been noted that buggy code stands out
compared to non-buggy code [33], little work exists on automatically detecting bugs via machine learning. Murali et al.
train a recurrent neural network that probabilistically models sequences of API calls and then use it for finding incorrect
API usages [27]. In contrast to DeepBugs, their model learns
from positive examples only and focuses on bug patterns that
can be expressed via probabilistic automata. Bugram detects
bugs based on an n-gram model of code. Similar to the above,
it learns only from positive examples. Choi et al.˜[]Choi2017
train a memory neural network [43] to classify whether code
may produce a buffer overrun. Their model learns from positive and negative examples, but the examples are manually
created and labeled. Moreover, it is not yet known how to
scale their approach to real-world programs. A key insight of
our work is that simple code transformations provide many
negative examples, which help learn an effective classifier.
Finally, Wang et al. use a deep belief network to find a vector
representation of ASTs, which are used for defect prediction [41]. Their approach marks entire files as likely to (not)
contain a bug. However, in contrast to our and other bug
finding work, their approach does not pinpoint the buggy
location.

8

Conclusions

This paper addresses the problem of finding bugs by training
a model that distinguishes correct from incorrect code. The
key insight that enables our work is to automatically create
large amounts of training data through simple code transformations that insert likely bugs into supposedly correct code.
We present a generic framework for generating training data
and for training bug detectors based on them. Applying the
framework to name-based bug detection yields automatically learned bug detectors that discover 132 programming
mistakes in real-world JavaScript code. In the long term, we
envision our work to complement manually designed bug
detectors by learning from existing code and by replacing
most of the human effort required to create the bug detector
with computational effort.
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